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(54) METHOD FOR ANALYZING OPTIMIZATION OF VEHICLE BODY JOINT POSITION, AND DEVICE

(57) The analysis method of optimizing a joint loca-
tion of an automotive body of this disclosure is to deter-
mine an additional welded point 75 to be added to an
automotive body frame model 31, including: an automo-
bile model generation step S3 to generate an automobile
model by joining the automotive body frame model 31 to
a chassis model 51 via a joining portion; a driving analysis
step S5 to perform a driving analysis of the automobile
model to acquire a load generated at the joining portion
during driving; an optimization analysis model generation

step S7 to generate an optimization analysis model 71
by setting welding candidates 73 on the automotive body
frame model 31; an optimization analysis condition set-
ting step S9 to set optimization analysis conditions; and
an optimization analysis step S11 to apply the load gen-
erated at the joining portion to the optimization analysis
mode 71 to select an additional welded point 75 that sat-
isfies the optimization analysis conditions from the weld-
ing candidates 73.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] The present application claims priority to and
the benefit of Japanese Patent Application No.
2016-196330 filed on October 4, 2016, the entire con-
tents of which are incorporated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This disclosure relates to an analysis method
and an analysis apparatus of optimizing a joint location
of an automotive body of an automobile, and particularly
relates to an analysis method and an analysis apparatus
of optimizing a joint location of an automotive body that
determine an optimal location of a welded point or a weld-
ed location to be added to the automotive body in con-
sideration of the driving condition of the automobile.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Weight reduction of automotive body in consid-
eration of environmental problems in the automotive in-
dustry has progressed in recent years, and computer-
aided engineering (hereinafter referred to as ’CAE’) anal-
ysis has become a technology indispensable to automo-
tive body designing. In the CAE analysis, various analy-
ses such as stiffness analysis, crashworthiness analysis
and vibration analysis are performed, which greatly con-
tribute to improvement of performance of automotive
body. Furthermore, the CAE analysis not only makes a
simple evaluation of the performance of automotive body,
but also can support the automotive body designing by
using optimization analysis techniques such as mathe-
matical optimization, thickness optimization, shape opti-
mization and topology optimization to realize weight re-
duction of automotive body and improvement of various
kinds of performance such as stiffness and crashworthi-
ness
[0004] Examples of using optimization analysis tech-
niques to support automotive body designing include a
technique of using topology optimization to optimize the
components of a complex structural body, which is de-
scribed in JP 2010-250818 A (PTL 1).

CITATION LIST

Patent Literature

[0005] PTL 1: JP 2010-250818 A

SUMMARY

(Technical Problem)

[0006] A structural body such as an automotive body
is formed by joining multiple parts together, for example,

by welding, and it is known that an increase of the amount
of joint location at a joining portion (for example, adding
spot welding point) improves the stiffness of the entire
structural body. From the cost point of view, however, it
is desired to reduce the amount of joint location as much
as possible.
[0007] Examples of a method of determining a welding
location to be added in the joining of parts to improve the
stiffness of an automotive body include a method of set-
ting a location, for example, with experience or intuition,
and a method of adding a location at a portion defined
to receive a large stress through a stress analysis.
[0008] However, in the method of setting a location to
add welding locations with experience or intuition, the
welding location is not set by searching a location nec-
essary for stiffness improvement. As a result, welding is
added at an unnecessary location, which is inefficient
from the cost point of view.
[0009] Additionally, it is true that the method of adding
a location at a portion defined to receive a large stress
through stress analysis makes some differences as com-
pared to the case before adding, yet only the performance
of the vicinities of the portion added as a welding location
is improved. The performance of other portions, on the
contrary, is relatively lowered. Therefore, the welding lo-
cation to be added determined by this method is not al-
ways an optimal one when the automotive body is eval-
uated as an entirety.
[0010] Furthermore, adding welding locations may
make the space between adjacent welding locations too
small. In this case, current preferentially flows to a pre-
vious welded location (split flow) during the welding, so
that the current flowing to the additional welding location
is insufficient. This may lead to incomplete welding.
[0011] Therefore, in order to improve the performance
such as the stiffness of an automotive body, it is conceiv-
able to apply the optimization technique as described in
PTL 1. However, the technique does not mention how to
apply the optimization technique to the optimization of
welding locations forming a structural body such as an
automotive body.
[0012] The optimization results greatly depend on the
boundary condition (loading condition) used in the opti-
mization analysis. In an optimization analysis where the
analysis object is simple automotive body behavior such
as simple automotive body torsion, it is acceptable to
assume the load acting on the automotive body and set
the condition. However, in a case of illustrating complex
automotive body behavior such as a lane change during
the automobile driving, it is difficult to assume the load
acting on the automotive body, for example, by desktop
calculations and set the condition.
[0013] Furthermore, when the automobile is in a driving
condition, the inertia force acting on a fitting or lid com-
ponent placed apart from the center location of the au-
tomotive body may have a great influence on the defor-
mation of the automotive body frame. This is because
the mass of an assembly of combination of multiple parts,
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even if it is a fitting or lid component, is 10 kg or more,
and it is impossible to ignore its influence on the auto-
motive body frame whose mass is about 100 kg to 300
kg. Therefore, in order to evaluate the performance and
to improve the performance of the automotive body
frame, it is desirable to take the inertia force acting on
the fitting or lid component during actual driving into con-
sideration.
[0014] Note that in this disclosure, ’fitting’ is a general
name for, for example, engine, transmission and seat,
and ’lid component’ is a general name for, for example,
door, trunk and hood.
[0015] However, the appearance and design of an au-
tomobile generally is not determined at an initial stage of
automotive body frame designing, and the lid component
or fitting, which is greatly influenced by the appearance
and design of the automobile, generally is finally deter-
mined at a later stage of the designing.
[0016] For this reason, it is difficult to evaluate the per-
formance of the automotive body frame in consideration
of the inertia force acting on the fitting or lid component
in an actual driving condition before, for example, the
shape of the fitting or lid component is determined. Fur-
thermore, even if, for example, the shape of the fitting or
lid component is determined at a later stage of the de-
signing, there is no spare time during the development
of new car to perform a CAE analysis on the automobile
(full body) on which the fitting or lid component has been
placed, evaluate the performance of the automotive body
frame, and go back to correct the design of the automo-
tive body frame or to add joint locations. Therefore, there
has been no choice but to perform performance evalua-
tion and designing of an automotive body frame by the
CAE analysis targeted only at an automotive body frame.
[0017] It could thus be helpful to provide, for an auto-
motive body frame model of an automobile obtained by
joining multiple parts as assemblies of parts, an analysis
method and an analysis apparatus of optimizing a joint
location of an automotive body with which an optimal
location of an additional welded point or an additional
welded location to be added to a portion to join the part
as an assembly of parts can be determined in consider-
ation of the load acting on the automotive body during
the automobile driving. Furthermore, it could be helpful
to provide an analysis method and an analysis apparatus
of optimizing a joint location of an automotive body with
which an optimal location of an additional welded point
or an additional welded location to be added to a portion
to join the part as an assembly of parts can be determine
in consideration of the inertia force acting on a fitting or
lid component of the automobile during driving, even be-
fore the fitting or lid component is determined.

(Solution to Problem)

[0018]

(1) The analysis method of optimizing a joint location

of an automotive body of this disclosure uses an au-
tomotive body frame model, which has multiple parts
formed by at least one of a shell element or a solid
element and has a welded point or a welded location
to join the multiple parts as assemblies of parts, and
performs an optimization analysis of spot welding or
continuous welding used for joining the assemblies
of parts by a computer in the following steps, includ-
ing: an automobile model generation step where the
computer generates an automobile model by joining
the automotive body frame model to a chassis mod-
el; a driving analysis step where the computer per-
forms a driving analysis of the automobile model to
acquire at least one of a load or displacement gen-
erated at a joining portion to the chassis model on
the automotive body frame model during driving; an
optimization analysis model generation step where
the computer sets welding candidates of an addition-
al welded point or an additional welded location to
be added and joined to the assembly of parts on the
automotive body frame model, to generate an opti-
mization analysis model as an optimization analysis
object; an optimization analysis condition setting
step where the computer sets optimization analysis
conditions for the optimization analysis model based
on an instruction from an operator; and an optimiza-
tion analysis step where the computer performs an
optimization analysis by applying at least one of the
load or the displacement generated at the joining
portion acquired in the driving analysis step to the
optimization analysis model, to select an additional
welded point or an additional welded location that
satisfies the optimization analysis conditions from
the welding candidates, where in the optimization
analysis model generation step, the welding candi-
dates are set at a predetermined interval between
welded points or welded locations preset on each
assembly of parts of the automotive body frame mod-
el.
(2) The method of (1), including a mass-set automo-
tive body frame model generation step where a mass
corresponding to the mass of a fitting or lid compo-
nent is set at a predetermined location within an area
where the fitting or lid component is to be fixed or
coupled to the automotive body frame model.
(3) The analysis apparatus of optimizing a joint lo-
cation of an automotive body of this disclosure uses
an automotive body frame model, which has multiple
parts formed by at least one of a shell element or a
solid element and has a welded point or a welded
location to join the multiple parts as assemblies of
parts, to perform an optimization analysis of spot
welding or continuous welding used for joining the
assemblies of parts, including: an automobile model
generation unit that generates an automobile model
by joining the automotive body frame model to a
chassis model; a driving analysis unit that performs
a driving analysis of the automobile model to acquire
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at least one of a load or displacement generated at
a joining portion to the chassis model on the auto-
motive body frame model during driving; an optimi-
zation analysis model generation unit that sets weld-
ing candidates of an additional welded point or an
additional welded location to be added and joined to
the assembly of parts on the automotive body frame
model, to generate an optimization analysis model
as an optimization analysis object; an optimization
analysis condition setting unit that sets optimization
analysis conditions for the optimization analysis
model; and an optimization analysis unit that per-
forms an optimization analysis by applying at least
one of the load or the displacement generated at the
joining portion acquired by the driving analysis unit
to the optimization analysis model, to select an ad-
ditional welded point or an additional welded location
that satisfies the optimization analysis conditions
from the welding candidates, where the optimization
analysis model generation unit sets the welding can-
didates at a predetermined interval between welded
points or welded locations preset on each assembly
of parts of the automotive body frame model.
(4) The apparatus of (3), including a mass-set auto-
motive body frame model generation unit that sets
a mass corresponding to the mass of a fitting or lid
component at a predetermined location within an ar-
ea where the fitting or lid component is to be fixed
or coupled to the automotive body frame model.

(Advantageous Effect)

[0019]

(1) This disclosure uses an automotive body frame
model, which has multiple parts formed by at least
one of a shell element or a solid element and has a
welded point or a welded location to join the multiple
parts as assemblies of parts, and performs an opti-
mization analysis of spot welding or continuous weld-
ing used for joining the assemblies of parts by a com-
puter in the following steps, including: an automobile
model generation step where the computer gener-
ates an automobile model by joining the automotive
body frame model to a chassis model; a driving anal-
ysis step where the computer performs a driving
analysis of the automobile model to acquire at least
one of a load or displacement generated at a joining
portion to the chassis model on the automotive body
frame model during driving; an optimization analysis
model generation step where the computer sets
welding candidates of an additional welded point or
an additional welded location to be added and joined
to the assembly of parts on the automotive body
frame model, to generate an optimization analysis
model as an optimization analysis object; an optimi-
zation analysis condition setting step where the com-
puter sets optimization analysis conditions for the

optimization analysis model based on an instruction
from an operator; and an optimization analysis step
where the computer performs an optimization anal-
ysis by applying at least one of the load or the dis-
placement generated at the joining portion acquired
in the driving analysis step to the optimization anal-
ysis model, to select an additional welded point or
an additional welded location that satisfies the opti-
mization analysis conditions from the welding can-
didates, where in the optimization analysis model
generation step, the welding candidates are set at a
predetermined interval between welded points or
welded locations preset on each assembly of parts
of the automotive body frame model. In this way, it
is possible to perform an optimization analysis by
applying the load and displacement acting on the
automotive body frame model during the automobile
driving, and to determine an optimal location of an
additional welded point or an additional welded lo-
cation to be added to the assembly of parts to im-
prove the stiffness of the automobile with high accu-
racy.
(2) Furthermore, it is possible to perform an optimi-
zation analysis in consideration of the inertia force
acting on a fitting or lid component during driving
even before the fitting or lid component is determined
to determine an additional welded point or an addi-
tional welded location to be added to the automotive
body frame model with higher accuracy, by including
a mass-set automotive body frame model generation
step where a mass corresponding to the mass of the
fitting or lid component is set at a predetermined lo-
cation within an area where the fitting or lid compo-
nent is to be fixed or coupled to the fixed coupling
portion of the automotive body frame model.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020] In the accompanying drawings:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an analysis apparatus
of optimizing a joint location of an automotive body
of an embodiment of this disclosure;
FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate an automotive body frame
model used in the present embodiment and welded
points preset on the automotive body frame model,
where FIG. 2A is a perspective view and FIG. 2B is
a side view;
FIG. 3 illustrates the automotive body frame model
used in the present embodiment and fixed coupling
portions set on the automotive body frame model;
FIG. 4 illustrates the location of joining portions to
join a chassis model on the automotive body frame
model used in the present embodiment;
FIGS. 5A and 5B illustrate the generation of an au-
tomobile model used in a driving analysis of the
present embodiment, where FIG. 5A is a perspective
view and FIG. 5B is a side view;
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FIG. 6 illustrates an example of a mass-set automo-
tive body frame model obtained by setting a mass
element on the automotive body frame model used
in the present embodiment;
FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrate an example of an optimi-
zation analysis model generated by setting welding
candidates on the mass-set automotive body frame
model on which the mass element has been set in
an optimization analysis of the present embodiment,
where FIG. 7A is a perspective view and FIG. 7B is
a side view;
FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a process flow of an
analysis method of optimizing a joint location of an
automotive body of an embodiment of this disclo-
sure;
FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate the predetermined loca-
tion for setting the mass element in the mass-set
automotive body frame model generation step of the
present embodiment;
FIG. 10 illustrates another example of the mass-set
automotive body frame model obtained by setting
the mass element on the automotive body frame
model in the mass-set automotive body frame model
generation step of the present embodiment;
FIGS. 11A and 11B illustrate a mass setting method
in the mass-set automotive body frame model gen-
eration step of the embodiment of this disclosure;
FIGS. 12A and 12B illustrate an example of driving
conditions set for the driving analysis of the present
embodiment, where FIG. 12A illustrates the steering
angle and FIG. 12B illustrates the running path;
FIGS. 13A to 13C illustrate the generation of welding
candidates in the optimization analysis model gen-
eration step and the selection of welding candidates
in the optimizing analysis step of the present embod-
iment, where FIG. 13A illustrates the welded points,
FIG. 13B illustrates the generation of welding can-
didates, and FIG. 13C illustrates the selection of an
additional welded point;
FIGS. 14A to 14E illustrate the driving conditions for
a driving analysis and the results of a load generated
at a joining portion on the front side of a mass-set
automotive body frame model acquired by the driving
analysis in EXAMPLES, where FIG. 14A illustrates
the steering angle, FIG. 14B illustrates the running
path, FIG. 14C illustrates the location of the welded
location, FIG. 14D illustrates the change with time
of the load generated at the welded location, and
FIG. 14E illustrates the magnitude and direction of
the load generated at the welded location;
FIGS. 15A to 15E illustrate the driving conditions for
a driving analysis and the results of a load generated
at a joining portion on the rear side of a mass-set
automotive body frame model acquired by the driving
analysis in EXAMPLES, where FIG. 15A illustrates
the steering angle, FIG. 15B illustrates the running
path, FIG. 15C illustrates the location of the welded
location, FIG. 15D illustrates the change with time

of the load generated at the welded location, and
FIG. 15E illustrates the magnitude and direction of
the load generated at the welded location;
FIGS. 16A and 16B illustrate an automotive body
frame model to be analyzed in EXAMPLES;
FIGS. 17A to 17D illustrate the loading condition ap-
plied to an optimization analysis model in EXAM-
PLES (front side);
FIGS. 18A to 18D illustrate the loading condition ap-
plied to an optimization analysis model in EXAM-
PLES (rear side);
FIGS. 19A to 19D illustrate the analysis results of
deformation of automotive body when applying the
loading condition acquired by a driving analysis in a
stiffness analysis of an automotive body in EXAM-
PLES (part 1);
FIGS. 20A to 20D illustrate the analysis results of
deformation of automotive body when applying the
loading condition acquired by a driving analysis in a
stiffness analysis of an automotive body in EXAM-
PLES (part 2);
FIGS. 21A to 21D illustrate the analysis results of
deformation of automotive body when applying a
provisional loading condition in a stiffness analysis
of an automotive body in EXAMPLES (part 1);
FIGS. 22A to 22D illustrate the analysis results of
deformation of automotive body when applying a
provisional loading condition in a stiffness analysis
of an automotive body in EXAMPLES (part 2),
FIGS. 23A to 23F illustrate the analysis results of the
additional welded point selected by an optimization
analysis on an optimization analysis model generat-
ed by using a mass-set automotive body frame mod-
el in EXAMPLES;
FIGS. 24A to 24F illustrate the analysis results of the
additional welded point selected by an optimization
analysis on an optimization analysis model generat-
ed by using an automotive body frame model without
mass setting in EXAMPLES;
FIGS. 25A to 25F illustrate the analysis results of the
additional welded point selected by an optimization
analysis on an optimization analysis model generat-
ed by using an automotive body frame model on
which a revolving door assembly model has been
set in EXAMPLES; and
FIG. 26 illustrates the results of the stiffness improve-
ment rate of an automotive body whose additional
welded point has been optimized by the optimization
analysis in EXAMPLES.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] An analysis method and an analysis apparatus
of optimizing a joint location of an automotive body of an
embodiment of this disclosure will be described below
with reference to FIGS. 1 to 13C. Before describing the
analysis method and the analysis apparatus of optimizing
a joint location of an automotive body, an automotive
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body frame model of this disclosure will be described first.

<Automotive Body Frame Model>

[0022] An automotive body frame model used in this
disclosure is composed of multiple parts including a chas-
sis part. Each part of the automotive body frame model
is modeled by a shell element and/or a solid element.
The automotive body frame model has a welded point or
a welded location provided at a portion to join each part
as an assembly of parts, a fixed coupling portion to fix or
couple a fitting or lid component, and a welded location
to join an automotive body model having a suspension
system and a steering system.
[0023] FIGS. 2A to 4 illustrate an example of the auto-
motive body frame model 31.
[0024] As illustrated in FIGS. 2A and 2B, in the auto-
motive body frame model 31, the parts are joined by spot
welding, and welded points 33 are preset at a portion to
be joined on each assembly of parts.
[0025] Additionally, as illustrated in FIG. 3, a hinge 35a,
a hinge 35b and a door striker 35c, which are the fixed
coupling portions 35 to fix or couple a revolving door as
a lid component, are set on the automotive body frame
model 31.
[0026] The fixed coupling portion of the automotive
body frame model of this disclosure is not limited thereto
and may be, for example, a portion to fix a fitting such as
an engine mount that fixes an engine, or a portion to fix
or couple a lid component other than a revolving door
such as a slide door or a bonnet.
[0027] Furthermore, as illustrated in FIG. 4, joining por-
tions (Nodes 1 to 12) to join a chassis model 51 (see
FIGS. 5A and 5B) having a suspension system including,
for example, a tire, a suspension arm, a suspension
spring and a shock absorber, and a steering system in-
cluding, for example, a steering handle are preset on the
automotive body frame model 31. In FIG. 4, six joining
portions (Nodes 1, 2, 7, 8, 9 and 10) are set on the front
side, and six joining portions (Nodes 3, 4, 5, 6, 11 and
12) are set on the rear side.
[0028] The automotive body frame model 31 is mod-
eled into an elastic body, a viscoelastic body, or an elasto-
plastic body in order to analyze, for example, the defor-
mation behavior under the influence of load or inertia
force.
[0029] Furthermore, in the chassis model 51 to be
joined to the automotive body frame model 31, a part
such as a suspension arm is modeled into a rigid body,
an elastic body or an elasto-plastic body, and a tire or a
suspension spring is modeled into an elastic body, a vis-
coelastic body, or an elasto-plastic body.
[0030] The element information of each part compos-
ing the automotive body frame model 31, the information
of the welded point 33 on each assembly of parts (FIGS.
2A and 2B), of the fixed coupling portion 35 to fix or couple
the fitting or lid component (FIG. 3) and of the joining
portion to join the suspension system (FIG. 4), and other

information is stored in an automotive body frame model
file 30 (see FIG. 1).

<Optimization Analysis Apparatus>

[0031] The configuration of an analysis apparatus 1 of
optimizing a joint location of an automotive body (here-
inafter simply referred to as ’optimization analysis appa-
ratus 1’) of the present embodiment will be described
below mainly based on the block diagram as illustrated
in FIG. 1.
[0032] The optimization analysis apparatus 1 of the
present embodiment is an apparatus of optimizing an
additional welded point or an additional welded location
to be added to a portion to join the multiple parts com-
posing the automotive body frame model 31 (see FIGS.
2A to 4) as assemblies of parts. The optimization analysis
apparatus 1 is constituted, for example, by a personal
computer, and includes a display device 3, an input de-
vice 5, a memory storage 7, a working data memory 9
and an arithmetic processing unit 11.
[0033] The display device 3, input device 5, memory
storage 7 and working data memory 9 are connected to
the arithmetic processing unit 11 and execute their re-
spective functions according to a command from the
arithmetic processing unit 11.

<<Display Device>>

[0034] The display device 3 is used for displaying, for
example, analysis results, and is constituted, for exam-
ple, by a LCD monitor .

<<Input Device>>

[0035] The input device 5 is used, for example, for in-
structing display of the automotive body frame model file
30 and inputting conditions set by an operator, and is
constituted, for example, by a keyboard and a mouse.

<<Memory storage>>

[0036] The memory storage 7 is used, for example, for
storing various files such as the automotive body frame
model file 30, and is constituted, for example, by a hard
disk.

<<Working Data Memory>>

[0037] The working data memory 9 is used for tempo-
rary storing and computing data to be used in the arith-
metic processing unit 11, and is constituted, for example,
by a random access memory (RAM).

<<Arithmetic Processing Unit>>

[0038] As illustrated in FIG. 1, the arithmetic process-
ing unit 11 includes a mass-set automotive body frame
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model generation unit 13, an automobile model genera-
tion unit 15, a driving analysis unit 17, an optimization
analysis model generation unit 19, an optimization anal-
ysis condition setting unit 21 and an optimization analysis
unit 23, and is constituted by a central processing unit
(CPU) of, for example, a personal computer. These units
function when the CPU executes a predetermined pro-
gram.
[0039] The function of each unit of the arithmetic
processing unit 11 will be described below. The specific
processes of the function of each unit of the arithmetic
processing unit 11 will be described later in <Analysis
Method of Optimizing Joint Location>.

(Mass-set Automotive Body Frame Model Generation 
Unit)

[0040] The mass-set automotive body frame model
generation unit 13 sets a mass corresponding to the mass
of a fitting or lid component at a predetermined location
within an area where the fitting or lid component is to be
fixed or coupled to a fixed coupling portion 35 of an au-
tomotive body frame model 31 as illustrated in FIG. 3, to
generate a mass-set automotive body frame model 41
as illustrated in FIG. 6.

(Automobile Model Generation Unit)

[0041] The automobile model generation unit 15 joins
the mass-set automotive body frame model 41, which is
obtained by the mass-set automotive body frame model
generation unit 13 setting the mass on the automotive
body frame model 31, to a chassis model 51 having, for
example, a suspension system and a steering system
via the joining portions (Nodes 1 to 12 in FIG. 4) of the
automotive body frame model 31, to generate an auto-
mobile model 61, as illustrated in FIGS. 5A and 5B.

(Driving Analysis Unit)

[0042] The driving analysis unit 17 performs a driving
analysis which takes the automobile model 61 generated
by the automobile model generation unit 15 as the anal-
ysis object, to acquire the performance of automotive
body during driving.
[0043] In the driving analysis of the automobile model
61, it is necessary to set driving conditions such as driving
and steering of the automobile model 61. Examples of
the driving conditions to be set include a load applied to
the automobile model 61 to drive the automobile model
61, and a steering angle set on the steering handle of
the chassis model 51 to steer the automobile model 61.
[0044] Additionally, the driving analysis unit 17 ac-
quires, for example, the load and displacement generat-
ed at the joining portion to the chassis model 51 on the
automotive body frame model 31, when the automobile
model 61 is driving under the set driving conditions.
[0045] Furthermore, the driving analysis unit 17 can

also acquire the stress and deformation on the mass-set
automotive body frame model 41 as the performance of
automotive body of the driving automobile model 61.
[0046] The driving analysis unit 17 of the present em-
bodiment may be commercially available automobile
driving analysis software. In this case, the automobile
model generation unit 15 may generate an automobile
model using a chassis model obtained by combining
components such as a suspension provided in the driving
analysis software.

(Optimization Analysis Model Generation Unit)

[0047] The optimization analysis model generation unit
19 generates welding candidates of an additional welded
point or an additional welded location to be added to the
portion to join the part of the mass-set automotive body
frame model 41 generated by the mass-set automotive
body frame model generating unit 13 as an assembly of
parts, to generate an optimization analysis model as the
analysis object of the optimization analysis.
[0048] FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrate an example in which
welding candidates 73 are generated on the mass-set
automotive body frame model 41 to generate an optimi-
zation analysis model 71. The welding candidates 73 are
closely generated at a predetermined interval (an interval
of 10 mm) between the welded points 33 (FIGS. 2A and
2B) preset on each assembly of parts of the mass-set
automotive body frame model 41. Note that the welded
point 33 (see FIGS. 2A and 2B) preset on the mass-set
automotive body frame model 41 is not illustrated in
FIGS. 7A and 7B.

(Optimization Analysis Condition Setting Unit)

[0049] The optimization analysis condition setting unit
21 sets optimization analysis conditions for the welding
candidates 73. The optimization analysis conditions in-
clude two kinds of conditions: objective condition and
constraint condition.
[0050] The objective condition is a condition set ac-
cording to the object of the optimization analysis on the
optimization analysis model 71, and examples thereof
include minimizing strain energy, and maximizing ab-
sorbed energy to minimize generated stress.
[0051] The constraint condition is a constraint imposed
on the optimization analysis, and examples thereof in-
clude making the optimization analysis model 71 gener-
ated from the mass-set automotive body frame model 41
have a predetermined stiffness. It is possible to set mul-
tiple constraint conditions.

(Optimization Analysis Unit)

[0052] The optimization analysis unit 23 applies the
load generated at the joining portions (Nodes 1 to 12 in
FIG. 4) of the mass-set automotive body frame model 41
acquired by the driving analysis unit 17 as a loading and
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constraint condition to the optimization analysis model
71 to perform an optimization analysis which takes the
welding candidates 73 as the analysis object, to select a
significant welding candidate 73 that satisfies the optimi-
zation analysis conditions (objective condition and con-
straint condition) set by the optimization analysis condi-
tion setting unit 21.
[0053] The optimization analysis unit 23 of the present
embodiment may perform the optimization analysis in
consideration of the inertia force acting on a mass ele-
ment 43 during the automobile driving with an inertia relief
method.
[0054] The optimization analysis by the optimization
analysis unit 23 may apply, for example, topology opti-
mization.
[0055] When using a density method during the topol-
ogy optimization, discretization is preferable if the
number of intermediate density is large, as indicated in
equation (1).

where

K is stiffness matrix obtained by imposing penalty on
element stiffness matrix,
K is element stiffness matrix,
ρ is normalized density, and
p is a penalty factor.

[0056] The penalty factor used for discretization is usu-
ally 2 or more. However, it has been proved that the pen-
alty factor for the joint location optimization of this disclo-
sure is preferably 4 or more.
[0057] The optimization analysis unit 23 may perform
a topology optimization processing, or perform an opti-
mization processing with another calculation method.
Therefore, the optimization analysis unit 23 may, for ex-
ample, use commercially available analysis software with
finite elements.

<Analysis Method of Optimizing Joint location>

[0058] An analysis method of optimizing a joint location
of an automotive body (hereinafter simply referred to as
’optimization method’) of the present embodiment will be
described below.
[0059] The optimization method of the present embod-
iment uses an automotive body frame model 31 of an
automobile (see FIGS. 2A, 2B and 3), which is composed
of multiple parts formed by a shell element and/or a solid
element and has a welded point 33 to join the multiple
parts as assemblies of parts and a fixed coupling portion
35 to fix or couple a fitting or lid component, to optimize
spot welding or continuous welding used for joining the
assemblies of parts. As illustrated in FIG. 8, the optimi-
zation method includes a mass-set automotive body

frame model generation step S1, an automobile model
generation step S3, a driving analysis step S5, an opti-
mization analysis model generation step S7, an optimi-
zation analysis condition setting step S9 and an optimi-
zation analysis step S11.
[0060] Each step will be described below. Note that
each step is executed by an optimization analysis appa-
ratus 1 constituted by a computer.

<<Mass-set Automotive Body Frame Model Generation 
Step>>

[0061] The mass-set automotive body frame model
generation step S1 is a step of, as illustrated in FIG. 6,
setting a mass corresponding to the mass of a fitting or
lid component at a predetermined location within an area
where the fitting or lid component is to be fixed or coupled
to a fixed coupling portion 35 of an automotive body frame
model 31, to generate a mass-set automotive body frame
model 41. The mass-set automotive body frame model
generation step S1 is performed by a mass-set automo-
tive body frame model generation unit 13 in the optimi-
zation analysis apparatus 1.
[0062] As illustrated in FIGS. 9A and 9B, the predeter-
mined location at which a mass element 43 is to be set
is on a straight line L connecting one pair (hinge 35a and
door striker 35c, hinge 35b and door striker 35c, or hinge
35a and hinge 35b) of the multiple fixed coupling portions
35 (FIG. 9A), or on a curved line connecting the fixed
coupling portions 35 along the shape of the automotive
body to which, for example, the lid component is at-
tached.
[0063] In the mass-set automotive body frame model
41 as illustrated in FIG. 6, the mass element 43 is set at
the midpoint of the straight line L connecting the hinge
35a and the door striker 35c.
[0064] In a case where the fitting or lid component is
a rotatable part that can rotate such as a revolving door,
there is a rotating central axis on the line connecting the
hinges 35a and 35b of the revolving door when the re-
volving door rotates, as in FIG. 3.
[0065] The rotating central axis is substantially at the
same location as the boundary of the area where the
revolving door is fixed or coupled to the automotive body
frame model 31.
[0066] On the other hand, the straight line connecting
the hinge 35a and the door striker 35c of the revolving
door, and the straight line connecting the hinge 35b and
the door striker 35c are located inside the area where
the revolving door is fixed or coupled to the automotive
body frame model 31.
[0067] When setting a mass corresponding to the fitting
or lid component on the automotive body frame model
31, it is preferable to set it inside the boundary of the area
where the fitting or lid component is fixed or coupled to
the automotive body frame model 31, in consideration of
the inertia force acting on the fitting or lid component in
the driving analysis step S5 as described later.
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[0068] Therefore, the predetermined location for set-
ting the mass corresponding to the fitting or lid component
is desirably set to be a location on the straight lines L
connecting the multiple fixed coupling portions 35 or on
the curved line excluding those on the rotating central
axis during the rotation of the fitting or lid component.
[0069] Furthermore, the predetermined location for
setting the mass corresponding to the fitting or lid com-
ponent is not limited to a location on the straight lines L
or on the curved line connecting the fixed coupling por-
tions 35 along the shape of the automotive body, and
may be a location in a plane P surrounded by the straight
lines L (FIG. 9B) or in a curved surface surrounded by
the curved line.
[0070] In this case, since the straight lines L or the
curved line is the boundary of the plane P or of the curved
surface, it is desirable to set the mass corresponding to
the fitting or lid component inside the boundary. There-
fore, it is more preferable to set the predetermined loca-
tion for setting the mass corresponding to the fitting or
lid component to be a location in the plane P or in the
curved surface excluding those on the straight lines L or
on the curved line.
[0071] In a case where the fitting is fixed or coupled by
four fixed coupling portions 35, the fixed coupling portions
35 are connected by two straight lines intersect each oth-
er, and it is preferable to set the mass element 43 on the
straight lines. In this case, it is also acceptable to connect
the fixed coupling portions 35 by a curved line in accord-
ance with the curvature of the automotive body and to
set the mass element 43 on the curved line or in a curved
surface surrounded by the curved line.
[0072] Examples of specific mass setting methods of
setting the mass on the predetermined location include
the following (1), (2) and (3).

(1) To set a mass element 43 having a mass corre-
sponding to the mass of a fitting or lid component at
the predetermined location, and use a rigid body el-
ement 45 to connect the mass element 43 and the
fixed coupling portion 35 (see FIGS. 7A and 7B).
FIG. 6 illustrates an example in which one mass el-
ement 43 is set at the center of the straight line L
connecting the fixed coupling portions 35. However,
it is also acceptable to set multiple mass elements
43 on points at which the straight line L is equally
divided, as illustrated in FIG. 10. In a case of setting
multiple mass elements 43, the mass of each mass
element 43 may be determined so that the sum of
the mass of each mass element 43 corresponds to
the mass of the fitting or lid component.
(2) To set a mass element 43 with a mass corre-
sponding to the mass of a fitting or lid component at
the predetermined location, and use a beam element
47 to connect the mass element 43 and the fixed
coupling portion 35 (see FIG. 11A). The sum of the
mass of each of the mass element 43 and the beam
element 47 is set so as to correspond to the mass

of the fitting or lid component to be fixed or coupled
to the fixed coupling portion 35.
The mass of the beam element 47 is determined by
the cross-sectional area given as the cross-sectional
properties of the beam element 47 and the material
density given as the material properties of the beam
element 47. The cross-sectional area of the beam
element 47 is determined, for example, by the radius
of the beam element 47.
Furthermore, it is necessary to appropriately set the
cross-sectional properties and the material proper-
ties of the beam element 47 as required so that the
load caused by the inertia force acting on the mass
element 43 and on the beam element 47 will be trans-
mitted to the mass-set automotive body frame model
41 in the driving analysis step S5, which will be de-
scribed later.
The beam element 47 is a linear element, and may
be a rod element as long as it can transmit a tensile-
compressive load acting in the axial direction of the
element. The mass of the rod element is determined,
as the case of the beam element 47, by the cross-
sectional area (or radius) given as the cross-section-
al properties and the material density given as the
material properties.
(3) To use a beam element 47 having a mass cor-
responding to the mass of a fitting or lid component
to set (see FIG. 11B).

[0073] The mass of the beam element 47 is determined
by the cross-sectional area given as the cross-sectional
properties of the beam element 47 and the material den-
sity given as the material properties of the beam element
47. For example, the cross-sectional area is determined
by the radius of the beam element 47.

<<Automobile Model Generation Step>>

[0074] The automobile model generation step S3 is a
step of joining the mass-set automotive body frame mod-
el 41 generated in the mass-set automotive body frame
model generation step S1 to a chassis model 51 having,
for example, a suspension system and a steering system,
to generate an automobile model 61, as illustrated in
FIGS. 5A and 5B.
[0075] The joining location to the chassis model 51 on
the mass-set automotive body frame model 41 is a por-
tion (joining portion) to which a suspension or a subframe
is attached. The joining portion on the mass-set automo-
tive body frame model 41 may be the joining portion
(Nodes 1 to 12 in FIG. 4) preset on the automotive body
frame model 31.

<<Driving Analysis Step>>

[0076] The driving analysis step S5 is a step of using
the automobile model 61 generated in the automobile
model generation step S3 to perform a driving analysis
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of the automobile model 61 under arbitrarily set driving
conditions, to acquire the performance of automotive
body during driving.
[0077] Examples of the driving conditions set in the
driving analysis step S5 include driving and steering of
the automobile model 61.
[0078] The automobile model 61 is driven, for example,
by applying a load to the automobile model 61, so that
the automobile model 61 is in acceleration running or
constant speed running.
[0079] Additionally, the steering of the automobile
model 61 can be performed, for example, by controlling
the steering angle of the steering handle provided in the
chassis model 51 and via the steering system.
[0080] FIGS. 12A and 12B illustrate, as an example of
the driving conditions in the driving analysis, the steering
angle of the steering handle in a case of double lane
change where lane change occurs twice continuously
during driving (FIG. 12A) and the running path of the au-
tomobile model 61 corresponding to the steering angle
(FIG. 12B).
[0081] In the driving analysis step S5, the load and/or
displacement generated at the joining portion to the chas-
sis model 51 on the mass-set automotive body frame
model 41 is acquired as the performance of automotive
body of the automobile model 61 during driving under
the set driving conditions.
[0082] Furthermore, the driving analysis step S5 can
also acquire the stress and deformation on the mass-set
automotive body frame model 41 as the performance of
automotive body of the driving automobile model 61.
[0083] For the driving automobile model 61, the load
generated at the joining portion of the mass-set automo-
tive body frame model 41 changes as the behavior of the
automobile changes, and the driving analysis step S5
can appropriately acquire the load generated at the join-
ing portion of the mass-set automotive body frame model
41 based on the behavior of the automobile in the driving
analysis and the results of the load generated at each
joining portion.
[0084] As described above, in the driving analysis step
S5 of the present embodiment, an automobile driving
analysis is performed using an automobile model 61 ob-
tained by joining a chassis model 51 to a mass-set au-
tomotive body frame model 41 on which a mass corre-
sponding to a fitting or lid component has been set. In
this way, it is possible to acquire the performance of au-
tomotive body in consideration of the inertia force acting
on the fitting or lid component during driving.
[0085] Note that the driving analysis step of the present
disclosure is not limited to a driving analysis using an
automobile model 61 obtained by joining a chassis model
51 to a mass-set automotive body frame model 41 on
which a mass corresponding to a fitting or lid component
has been set. The driving analysis may be performed
using an automobile model obtained by joining an auto-
motive body frame model 31 on which no mass is set, or
an automotive body frame model on which a part model

of a fitting or lid component has been set, to a chassis
model, to acquire the load and displacement at the joining
portion to the chassis model.

<<Optimization Analysis Model Generation Step>>

[0086] The optimization analysis model generation
step S7 is a step of generating welding candidates 73
(see FIGS. 7A and 7B) to be added to the portion to join
the part as an assembly of parts on the mass-set auto-
motive body frame model 41. The optimization analysis
model generation step S7 is performed by an optimiza-
tion analysis model generation unit 19 in the optimization
analysis apparatus 1 as illustrated in FIG. 1.
[0087] Generation of the welding candidates 73 in the
optimization analysis model generating step S7 can be
performed by the following procedure.
[0088] As illustrated in FIG. 13A, in the mass-set au-
tomotive body frame model 41, welded points 33 are pre-
set with a predetermined interval D at a portion to join
the part 37 composing the automotive body frame model
31 as an assembly of parts.
[0089] In this case, the welding candidates 73 are
closely set with a predetermined interval d (<D) between
the welded points 33 in the optimization analysis model
generation step S7, as illustrated in FIG. 13B.

<<Optimization Analysis Condition Setting Step>>

[0090] The optimization analysis condition setting step
S9 is a step of setting optimization analysis conditions
for the optimization analysis on the welding candidates
73. The optimization analysis condition setting step S9
is performed by an optimization analysis condition setting
unit 21 in the optimization analysis apparatus 1 based
on an instruction from an operator.
[0091] The optimization analysis conditions set in the
optimization analysis condition setting step S9 include
two kinds of conditions: objective condition and constraint
condition.

<<Optimization Analysis Step>>

[0092] The optimization analysis step S11 is a step of
performing an optimization analysis on the optimization
analysis model generated in the optimization analysis
model generation step S7 in consideration of the inertia
force that acts during the automobile driving, and select-
ing an additional welded point or an additional welded
location that satisfies the optimization analysis conditions
set in the optimization analysis condition setting step S9
from the welding candidates 73. The optimization anal-
ysis step S11 is performed by an optimization analysis
unit 23 in the optimization analysis apparatus 1.
[0093] For example, for the part 37 as illustrated in
FIGS. 13A to 13C, an optimization analysis is performed
on the welding candidates 73 set on the part 37 in the
optimization analysis step S11, so that the welding can-
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didate 73 that satisfies the optimization analysis condi-
tions is selected as an additional welded point 75 and
the unselected welding candidate 73 is eliminated as an
eliminating welded point 77, which is illustrated in FIG.
13C.
[0094] The optimization analysis step S11 of the
present embodiment takes the welding candidates 73
generated between the welded points 33 preset on the
automotive body frame model 31 as the optimization
analysis object. In this way, it is possible to prevent the
case where the welded points 33 are eliminated during
the optimization analysis, the parts separate from each
other, and the optimization analysis stops at that time.
[0095] The optimization analysis in the optimization
analysis step S11 may apply topology optimization. Fur-
thermore, when the topology optimization applies a den-
sity method, it is preferable to perform discretization with
an element penalty factor of 4 or more.
[0096] The optimization analysis may use an inertia
relief method to take the inertia force acting on a fitting
or lid component during the automobile driving into con-
sideration. The inertia relief method is an analysis meth-
od of determining stress and strain from the force acting
on an object in linear motion of uniform acceleration in a
state where the object is supported at a supporting point
serving as a reference of coordinates of the inertia force
(free supporting state). The inertia relief method is used
for the static analysis of moving airplanes or moving
ships.
[0097] As described above, according to the analysis
method and analysis apparatus of optimizing a joint lo-
cation of an automotive body of the present embodiment,
it is possible to perform a driving analysis on an automo-
bile model obtained by joining a chassis model and an
automotive body frame model of an automobile having
a welded point to join multiple parts as assemblies of
parts, acquire a load generated at a joining portion to the
chassis model on the automotive body frame model dur-
ing driving by the driving analysis, and further, set welding
candidates of an additional welded point or an additional
welded location to be added to the assembly of parts of
the automotive body frame model, perform an optimiza-
tion analysis by applying the load generated at the joining
portion acquired by the driving analysis to select an ad-
ditional welded point from the welding candidates, and
thereby determine an optimal location of an additional
welded point or an additional welded location to be added
to improve the stiffness of the automobile during driving
with high accuracy.
[0098] Furthermore, it is possible to determine an op-
timal location of an additional welded point or an addi-
tional welded location to be added to improve the stiffness
of the automobile during driving with higher accuracy by
using a mass-set automotive body frame model obtained
by setting a mass corresponding to a fitting or lid com-
ponent on an automotive body frame model having a
fixed coupling portion to fix or couple the fitting or lid com-
ponent.

[0099] Note that, although the driving analysis and the
optimization analysis as described above use a mass-
set automotive body frame model 41 on which a mass
has been set, the optimization analysis method and ap-
paratus of this disclosure may perform a driving analysis
and an optimization analysis using an automotive body
frame model on which on mass is set (see FIGS. 2A to
4), or one on which a lid component or fitting has been set.
[0100] Furthermore, although the analysis as de-
scribed above takes a welded point to join the part as an
assembly of parts by spot welding as the analysis object,
the analysis method and analysis apparatus of optimizing
a joint location of an automotive body of this disclosure
is not limited to spot welding by spot welding. The anal-
ysis method and analysis apparatus of optimizing a joint
location of an automotive body of this disclosure may be
applied to determine an optimal joint location when join-
ing the assembly of parts by continuous welding such as
laser welding and arc welding.

EXAMPLES

[0101] We conducted an experiment to confirm the ef-
fect of this disclosure, which will be described below.
[0102] As illustrated in FIG. 10, the experiment first
took an automotive body frame model 31 as illustrated
in FIGS. 2A and 2B as an object and generated a mass-
set automotive body frame model 42 by setting a mass
corresponding to a revolving door assembly at a prede-
termined location within an area where the revolving door
assembly would be fixed or coupled as a lid component
to the automotive body frame model 31.
[0103] The automotive body frame model 31, which
was the analysis object of the present example, had weld-
ed points 33 provided at portions to join each part as an
assembly of parts (see FIGS. 2A and 2B), fixed coupling
portions 35 to fix or couple a fitting or lid component (see
FIG. 3), and joining portions (Nodes 1 to 12 in FIG. 4) to
join a chassis model 51 having, for example, a suspen-
sion system (see FIGS. 5A and 5B). The mass of the
automotive body frame model 31 was about 300 kg, while
the mass of the four revolving door assemblies was about
79 kg.
[0104] Then, as illustrated in FIG. 10, a mass-set au-
tomotive body frame model 42 was generated by equally
arranging ten mass elements 43 on the straight line con-
necting the upper hinge 35a and the door striker 35c, and
connecting the mass elements 43, the mass element 43
and the hinge 35a, and the mass element 43 and the
door striker 35c by a rigid body element 45. The sum of
the mass of each mass element 43 was set to be equal
to the mass of the revolving door assembly.
[0105] Subsequently, as illustrated in FIGS. 5A and
5B, an automobile model 61 was generated by joining
the mass-set automotive body frame model 42 to a chas-
sis model 51, and a driving analysis was performed using
the automobile model 61.
[0106] During the generation of the automobile model
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61, the mass-set automotive body frame model 42 and
the chassis model 51 were joined via the joining portions
(Nodes 1 to 12 in FIG. 4) preset on the automotive body
frame model 31.
[0107] The driving condition of the automobile model
61 in the driving analysis was a double lane change as
illustrated in FIGS. 12A and 12B. That is to say, the au-
tomobile model 61 was applies with a load and acceler-
ated to 50 km/h during the time period from the start of
driving to 1.0 s, then the automobile model 61 was driven
at a constant speed without acceleration and the steering
angle, which would lead to the lane change, changed as
illustrated in FIG. 12A, the handle started to turn at the
time point of 1.0 s to change the lane, and the simulation
continued until the automobile model 61 returned to the
original lane at the time point of 5.0 s.
[0108] The load generated at the joining portion
(Nodes 1 to 12) between the mass-set automotive body
frame model 42 and the chassis model 51 during the
automobile model 61 driving was acquired by the driving
analysis under the driving condition as described above.
[0109] FIGS. 14A to 14E illustrate the results of the
load generated at the joining portions (Nodes 1, 2, and
7 to 10) on the front side of the automobile acquired by
the driving analysis.
[0110] In FIGS. 14A to 14E, FIG. 14A illustrates the
steering angle in the driving analysis, FIG. 14B illustrates
the running path of the automobile model 61, FIG. 14C
illustrates the location of the front-side joining portion
(Nodes 1, 2, and 7 to 10) for acquiring the load, FIG. 14D
illustrates the change with time of the load in Y direction
(automobile width direction) generated at Nodes 7 and
8 of the joining portions, and FIG. 14E illustrates the di-
rection and magnitude of the load generated at each join-
ing portion when t = 1.14 sec elapsed from the start of
driving.
[0111] FIGS. 15A to 15E illustrate the load generated
at the joining portion (Nodes 3 to 6, 11, and 12) in the
rear side of the automobile acquired by the driving anal-
ysis.
[0112] In FIGS. 15A to 15E, FIG. 15A illustrates the
steering angle in the driving analysis, FIG. 15B illustrates
the running path of the automobile model 61, FIG. 15C
illustrates the location of the rear-side joining portion
(Nodes 3 to 6, 11, and 12) for acquiring the load, FIG.
15D illustrates the change with time of the load in Y di-
rection (automobile width direction) generated at Nodes
11 and 12 of the joining portions, and FIG. 15E illustrates
the direction and magnitude of the load generated at each
joining portion when t = 1.37 sec elapsed from the start
of driving.
[0113] It can be understood from FIGS. 14A to 15E
that the load generated at each joining portion is different
from each other (FIG. 14D and FIG. 15D) and that the
magnitude and direction of the load are different on each
location of the joining portion (FIG. 14E and FIG. 15E).
[0114] Note that for the front-side joining portions
(Nodes 1, 2, and 7 to 10), the load when t = 1.14 sec

elapsed from the start of driving (FIGS. 14A to 14E) was
determined as the load generated at the joining portion
during driving, and for the rear-side joining portions
(Nodes 3 to 6, 11, and 12), the load when t = 1.37 sec
elapsed from the start of driving (FIGS. 15A to 15E) was
determined as the load generated at the joining portion
during driving respectively in the present example.
[0115] The elapsed time to determine the load as de-
scribed above was set to be immediately after starting to
turn the handle during the driving analysis, and the time
for the rear side was slightly delayed compared with the
time for the front side. However, the time to determine
the load can be appropriately selected based on the be-
havior of the automobile in the driving analysis and the
results of the load generated at each joining portion.
[0116] In the present example, an automotive body
frame model 31 (FIG. 16A) on which the mass of the
revolving door assembly was not set, and an automotive
body frame model 81 (FIG. 16B) obtained by setting a
revolving door assembly model 83 on the automotive
body frame model 31 were also joined to a chassis model
in the same way as the mass-set automotive body frame
model 42 to generate an automobile model respectively,
and a driving analysis was performed to acquire the load
generated at the joining portion to the chassis model.
[0117] FIGS. 17A and 17B illustrate the magnitude and
direction (FIG. 14E) of the load generated at the front-
side joining portion (Nodes 1, 2, and 7 to 10) on the mass-
set automotive body frame model 42 acquired by the driv-
ing analysis. The value of the load at each joining portion
is as illustrated in FIG. 17B.
[0118] FIGS. 18A and 18B illustrate the magnitude and
direction (FIG. 15E) of the load generated at the rear-
side joining portion (Nodes 3 to 6, 11, and 12) of the
mass-set automotive body frame model 42 acquired by
the driving analysis. The magnitude of the load at each
joining portion is as illustrated in FIG. 18B.
[0119] In a comparative example, without performing
the driving analysis, a provisional load assuming the case
of a lane change was applied to the joining portion on
the mass-set automotive body frame model 42 to perform
an optimization analysis of a joint location, and the dif-
ference in the loading condition of the optimization anal-
ysis was investigated.
[0120] FIGS. 17C and 17D illustrate the magnitude and
direction of the provisional load applied to the front-side
joining portion (Nodes 1, 2, and 7 to 10) of the mass-set
automotive body frame model 42, where a uniform load
(= 1000 N) was applied to each joining portion in the
same direction (Y direction).
[0121] FIGS. 18C and 18D illustrate the magnitude and
direction of the provisional load applied to the rear-side
joining portion (Nodes 3 to 6, 11, and 12) of the mass-
set automotive body frame model 42, where a uniform
load (= 1000 N) was applied to each joining portion in the
same direction (Y direction).
[0122] As in the case of the driving analysis, an opti-
mization analysis of a joint location was also performed
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on each of an optimization analysis model obtained by
setting welding candidates on the automotive body frame
model 31 (FIG. 16A) where the mass corresponding to
the revolving door assembly was not set, and an optimi-
zation analysis model obtained by setting welding can-
didates on the automotive body frame model 81 (FIG.
16B) where the revolving door assembly model 83 had
been set.
[0123] When optimizing an additional welded point in
the optimization analysis, if the objective condition is set
to be stiffness maximization, then the stiffness of the au-
tomotive body frame model is evaluated by applying a
loading and constraint condition to the joining portion on
the optimization analysis model. It had been proved in
the driving analysis as described above that the magni-
tude and direction of the load generated during the au-
tomobile driving were different at each joining portion.
Therefore, in this case, we performed a stiffness analysis
on the automotive body frame model by applying a load-
ing condition to the joining portion of the automotive body
frame model, and investigated the deformation of the au-
tomobile caused by the difference in the loading condition
applied to the joining portion of the automotive body
frame model.
[0124] FIGS. 19A to 20D illustrate the analysis results
of the deformation of automotive body of the stiffness
analysis performed by applying the load acquired by the
driving analysis to the front-side joining portion as a load-
ing condition.
[0125] In FIGS. 19A to 20D, FIGS. 19A to 19C and
FIGS. 20A to 20C illustrate the analysis results of the
automotive body displacement amount, where FIGS.
19A and 20A illustrate the mass-set automotive body
frame model 42 on which the mass of the revolving door
assembly is set (with mass setting), FIGS. 19B and 20B
illustrate the automotive body frame model 31 on which
the mass of the revolving door assembly is not set (with-
out mass setting), and FIGS. 19C and 20C illustrate the
automotive body frame model 81 on which the revolving
door assembly model 83 is set (with door setting), and
FIGS. 19D and 20D illustrate the magnitude and direction
of the load at the rear-side joining portion acquired by
the driving analysis. FIGS. 19A to 19D illustrate the au-
tomotive body from the front left side, and FIGS. 20A to
20D illustrate the automotive body from the rear left side.
In FIGS. 19A to 20D, the displacement amount of the
automotive body is indicated at 1000 times.
[0126] It was found that the automotive body displace-
ment on the automotive body frame model 31 without
mass setting was somewhat different from the mass-set
automotive body frame model 42 and from the automo-
tive body frame model 81 where the revolving door as-
sembly model 83 had been set, in the portion where the
automotive body displacement was large (such as the
roof part). However, these models tended to have similar
displacement on the entire automotive body.
[0127] FIGS. 21A to 22D illustrate the analysis results
of the deformation of automotive body of the stiffness

analysis performed by applying a provisional loading con-
dition assuming the case of a lane change to the rear-
side joining portion.
[0128] In FIGS. 21A to 22D, FIGS. 21A to 21C and
FIGS. 22A to 22C illustrate the analysis results of the
automotive body displacement amount, where FIGS.
21A and 22A illustrate the result of the mass-set auto-
motive body frame model 42 on which the mass of the
revolving door assembly is set (with mass setting), FIGS.
21B and 22B illustrate the result of the automotive body
frame model 31 on which the mass of the revolving door
assembly is not set (without mass setting), and FIGS.
21C and 22C illustrate the result of the automotive body
frame model 81 on which the revolving door assembly
model 83 is set (with door setting), respectively, and
FIGS. 21D and 22D illustrate the magnitude and direction
of the provisional load applied to the rear-side joining
portion, which are similar to FIGS. 19A to 20D. FIGS.
21A to 21D illustrate the automotive body from the front
left side, and FIGS. 22A to 22D illustrate the automotive
body from the rear left side. In FIGS. 21A to 22D, the
displacement amount of the automotive body is indicated
at 1000 times.
[0129] It was also found that, even in the case of in-
putting a provisional load, the automotive body displace-
ment on the automotive body frame model 31 without
mass setting was somewhat different from the mass-set
automotive body frame model 42 and from the automo-
tive body frame model 81 where a revolving door assem-
bly model 83 had been set, in the portion where the au-
tomotive body displacement was large (such as the roof
part). However, these models tended to have similar dis-
placement on the entire automotive body.
[0130] On the other hand, the overall value of the au-
tomotive body displacement in the case of using a pro-
visional load (FIGS. 21A to 22D) is larger than that of the
case of using the load acquired by the driving analysis
(FIGS. 19A to 20D) (see the value of ’total displacement’
in the figures), and it was found that the difference in the
loading condition greatly influences the automotive body
displacement.
[0131] As described above, we compared the case of
applying the load acquired by the driving analysis and
the case of inputting a provisional load, and found that
the deformation behavior is quite different in all automo-
tive body frame models. Therefore, it is desirable to apply
the load acquired by the driving analysis in the analysis
of optimizing an additional welded point to be added to
the automotive body.
[0132] Next, the results of the optimization analysis on
welding candidates to determine an additional welded
point will be described (FIGS. 23A to 26).
[0133] When performing the optimization analysis, an
optimization analysis model 71 (FIGS. 7A and 7B) was
firstly generated by closely setting welding candidates
73 (see FIGS. 13A to 13C) between the welded points
33 preset on the mass-set automotive body frame model
42 used in the driving analysis.
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[0134] The interval between the welding candidates 73
was d = 10 mm. There were 3906 welded points 33 on
the mass-set automotive body frame model 42, and
10932 welding candidates 73 set to be the object of the
optimization analysis.
[0135] Subsequently, optimization analysis conditions
were set for the optimization analysis model 71.
[0136] As the optimization analysis conditions of the
present example, the objective condition was to maxi-
mize the automotive body stiffness, and the constraint
condition was to set a volume ratio so that 600 additional
welded points 75 to be added could be selected (FIGS.
13A to 13C).
[0137] Then, an optimization analysis was performed
by applying the load generated at the joining portion
(Nodes 1 to 12 in FIG. 4) of the mass-set automotive
body frame model 42 acquired by the driving analysis as
a loading and constraint condition, to select the additional
welded point 75 that satisfied the optimization analysis
conditions as described above.
[0138] FIGS. 23A to 23F illustrate the results of addi-
tional welded points 95 optimized by an optimization
analysis on an optimization analysis model 91 obtained
by setting the welding candidates 73 on the automotive
body frame model 31.
[0139] FIGS. 23A and 23B illustrate additional welded
points 95 optimized by an optimization analysis per-
formed by applying the load (FIG. 23C) acquired by the
driving analysis which used the automotive body frame
model 31 without mass setting to the optimization anal-
ysis model 91, which are within the scope of this disclo-
sure (Example 1).
[0140] FIGS. 23D and 23E illustrate additional welded
points 95 optimized by an optimization analysis per-
formed by applying a provisional load (FIG. 23F) without
driving analysis to the optimization analysis model 91,
which are outside the scope of this disclosure (Compar-
ative Example 1).
[0141] FIGS. 24A to 24F illustrates the results of addi-
tional welded points 75 optimized by an optimization
analysis on the optimization analysis model 71 obtained
by setting the welding candidates 73 on the mass-set
automotive body frame model 42.
[0142] FIGS. 24A and 24B illustrate additional welded
points 75 optimized by an optimization analysis per-
formed by applying the load (FIG. 24C) acquired by the
driving analysis which used the mass-set automotive
body frame model 42 to the optimization analysis model
71, which are within the scope of this disclosure (Example
2).
[0143] FIGS. 24D and 24E illustrate additional welded
points 75 optimized by an optimization analysis per-
formed by applying a provisional load (FIG. 24F) without
driving analysis to an optimization analysis model 101,
which are outside the scope of this disclosure (Compar-
ative Example 2).
[0144] FIGS. 25A to 25F illustrates the results of addi-
tional welded points 105 optimized by an optimization

analysis on an optimization analysis model 101 obtained
by setting the revolving door assembly model 83 and the
welding candidates 73 on the automotive body frame
model 31.
[0145] FIGS. 25A and 25B illustrate additional welded
points 105 optimized by an optimization analysis per-
formed by applying the load (FIG. 25C) acquired by the
driving analysis which used the automotive body frame
model 81 to the optimization analysis model 101, which
are within the scope of this disclosure (Example 3).
[0146] FIGS. 25D and 25E illustrate additional welded
points 105 optimized by an optimization analysis per-
formed by applying a provisional load (FIG. 25F) without
driving analysis to the optimization analysis model 101,
which are outside the scope of this disclosure (Compar-
ative Example 3).
[0147] When comparing the Examples (Examples 1 to
3) in which the optimization analysis was performed by
applying the load acquired by the driving analysis, no
great difference was found in the locations of the addi-
tional welded points 75, 95 and 105.
[0148] Furthermore, when comparing the Compara-
tive Examples (Comparative Examples 1 to 3), in which
the optimization analysis was performed by applying a
provisional load, and the Examples (Examples 1 to 3),
differences were found in the locations of the additional
welded points 75, 95, and 105 at the door opening portion
and the front portion of the automotive body.
[0149] FIG. 26 illustrates the results of the stiffness im-
provement rate of the automotive body to which the ad-
ditional welded points were added by the optimization
analysis of the Examples 1 to 3 and Comparative Exam-
ples 1 to 3 as described above.
[0150] The stiffness of the automotive body is the av-
erage value of the values obtained by dividing the load
by the displacement at the joining portion to which the
load is applied, and the stiffness improvement rate is a
relative change of the average stiffness determined
based on the automotive body frame model 31 before
performing the optimization analysis.
[0151] Both the Examples and the Comparative Exam-
ples obtained a positive (+) value of stiffness improve-
ment rate and an improved automotive body stiffness by
setting the additional welded points optimized by the op-
timization analysis.
[0152] Additionally, the Examples 1 to 3, in which the
optimization analysis was performed by applying the load
acquired by the driving analysis, obtained a high stiffness
improvement rate as compared with the Comparative Ex-
amples 1 to 3, in which the optimization analysis was
performed by applying a provisional load.
[0153] Furthermore, when comparing the Examples 1
to 3 with each other, it was found that the Example 2, in
which a mass corresponding to a revolving door assem-
bly was set, and the Example 3, in which a revolving door
assembly was set as it was, had almost the same stiff-
ness improvement rate, and the Example 1, in which a
mass corresponding to a revolving door assembly was
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not set, had a slightly smaller stiffness improvement rate
than that of the Examples 2 and 3. Therefore, it was
proved that, by setting a mass corresponding to a revolv-
ing door assembly on the automotive body frame model,
the inertia force acting on the lid component during driving
could be taken into consideration and the additional weld-
ed point could be optimized with higher accuracy.
[0154] As described above, it has been proved that,
according to the analysis method and analysis apparatus
of optimizing a joint location of an automotive body of this
disclosure, it is possible to use an automotive body frame
model of an automobile having a welded point to join
multiple parts as assemblies of parts, perform a driving
analysis on an automobile model obtained by joining the
automotive body frame model to a chassis model, ac-
quire a load generated at a joining portion with the chassis
model on the automotive body frame model during driving
by the driving analysis, and further, set welding candi-
dates of an additional welded point or an additional weld-
ed location to be added to the assembly of parts of the
automotive body frame model, perform an optimization
analysis by applying the load generated at the joining
portion acquired by the driving analysis to select an ad-
ditional welded point from the welding candidates, and
thereby determine an optimal location of an additional
welded point to be added to improve the stiffness of the
automobile during driving with high accuracy.
[0155] Furthermore, it has been proved that, by using
a mass-set automotive body frame model obtained by
setting a mass corresponding a fitting or lid component
on an automotive body frame model having a fixed cou-
pling portion to fix or couple the fitting or lid component,
it is possible to determine an optimal location of an ad-
ditional welded point to be added to improve the stiffness
of the automobile during driving with higher accuracy.

REFERENCE SIGNS LIST

[0156]

1 optimization analysis apparatus

3 display device

5 input device

7 memory storage

9 working data memory

11 arithmetic processing unit

13 mass-set automotive body frame model genera-
tion unit

15 automobile model generation unit

17 driving analysis unit

19 optimization analysis model generation unit

21 optimization analysis condition setting unit

23 optimization analysis unit

30 automotive body frame model file

31 automotive body frame model

33 welded point

35 fixed coupling portion

35a hinge (upper side)

35b hinge (lower side)

35c door striker

37 part

41 mass-set automotive body frame model

43 mass element

45 rigid body element

47 beam element

51 chassis model

61 automobile model

71 optimization analysis model

73 welding candidate

75 additional welded point (after optimization analy-
sis)

77 eliminating welded point (after optimization anal-
ysis)

81 automotive body frame model (with revolving door
assembly model setting)

83 revolving door assembly model

91 optimization analysis model (without mass set-
ting)

95 additional welded point (without mass setting)

101 optimization analysis model (with door setting)

105 additional welded point (with door setting)
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Claims

1. An analysis method of optimizing a joint location of
an automotive body, using an automotive body frame
model comprising multiple parts formed by at least
one of a shell element or a solid element and a weld-
ed point or a welded location to join the multiple parts
as assemblies of parts, wherein the analysis method
performs an optimization analysis of spot welding or
continuous welding used for joining the assemblies
of parts by a computer in the following steps, com-
prising:

an automobile model generation step where the
computer generates an automobile model by
joining the automotive body frame model to a
chassis model;
a driving analysis step where the computer per-
forms a driving analysis of the automobile model
to acquire at least one of a load or displacement
generated at a joining portion to the chassis
model on the automotive body frame model dur-
ing driving;
an optimization analysis model generation step
where the computer sets welding candidates of
an additional welded point or an additional weld-
ed location to be added and joined to the as-
sembly of parts on the automotive body frame
model, to generate an optimization analysis
model as an optimization analysis object;
an optimization analysis condition setting step
where the computer sets optimization analysis
conditions for the optimization analysis model
based on an instruction from an operator; and
an optimization analysis step where the compu-
ter performs an optimization analysis by apply-
ing at least one of the load or the displacement
generated at the joining portion acquired in the
driving analysis step to the optimization analysis
model, to select an additional welded point or
an additional welded location that satisfies the
optimization analysis conditions from the weld-
ing candidates, wherein
in the optimization analysis model generation
step, the welding candidates are set at a prede-
termined interval between welded points or
welded locations preset on each assembly of
parts of the automotive body frame model.

2. The analysis method of optimizing a joint location of
an automotive body according to claim 1, comprising
a mass-set automotive body frame model generation
step wherein a mass corresponding to the mass of
a fitting or lid component is set at a predetermined
location within an area where the fitting or lid com-
ponent is to be fixed or coupled to the automotive
body frame model.

3. An analysis apparatus of optimizing a joint location
of an automotive body, using an automotive body
frame model comprising multiple parts formed by at
least one of a shell element or a solid element and
a welded point or a welded location to join the mul-
tiple parts as assemblies of parts, to perform an op-
timization analysis of spot welding or continuous
welding used for joining the assemblies of parts,
comprising:

an automobile model generation unit that gen-
erates an automobile model by joining the auto-
motive body frame model to a chassis model;
a driving analysis unit that performs a driving
analysis of the automobile model to acquire at
least one of a load or displacement generated
at a joining portion to the chassis model on the
automotive body frame model during driving;
an optimization analysis model generation unit
that sets welding candidates of an additional
welded point or an additional welded location to
be added and joined to the assembly of parts on
the automotive body frame model, to generate
an optimization analysis model as an optimiza-
tion analysis object;
an optimization analysis condition setting unit
that sets optimization analysis conditions for the
optimization analysis model; and
an optimization analysis unit that performs an
optimization analysis by applying at least one of
the load or the displacement generated at the
joining portion acquired by the driving analysis
unit to the optimization analysis model, to select
an additional welded point or an additional weld-
ed location that satisfies the optimization anal-
ysis conditions from the welding candidates,
wherein
the optimization analysis model generation unit
sets the welding candidates at a predetermined
interval between welded points or welded loca-
tions preset on each assembly of parts of the
automotive body frame model.

4. The analysis apparatus of optimizing a joint location
of an automotive body according to claim 3, com-
prising a mass-set automotive body frame model
generation unit that sets a mass corresponding to
the mass of a fitting or lid component at a predeter-
mined location within an area where the fitting or lid
component is to be fixed or coupled to the automotive
body frame model.
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